FUKUMARU Cat Scratcher Mat, 23.6 X 15.7 Inch Natural Sisal Cat
Scratch Mats, Horizontal Cat Floor Scratching Pad Rug, Protect
Carpets and Sofas Review-2021

Safe & Non-toxic - The pet natural sisal cat scratching mat, for one, is environmentally and
cat-friendly. It has not been treated with any harsh oils, chemicals, or other substances which may
harm your cat or the environment around it
Multi-Scene - The scratcher mat can not only be a cat scratch pad, play mat, but also a sleeping
mat, a litter mat, of course, you can also use it as a mat of the door
Antiskid Design - Anti-skid latex at the bottom, increase its thickness and stability so that it is not
easy to slide
Environmentally Friendly - The pet natural sisal cat scratching mat is made of 100% natural and
biodegradable materials, so once you throw it out, it will degrade on its own
Satisfy your cat's love for carpet and pass his/her love affection to the mat instead. To help keep
your cat busy, and maintain its claws, take it now!Scratching Wall Mat
About FUKUMARU
FUKUMARU focus on providing natural, safe and practical pet supplies.
Our pets shook their tails every day welcome us home, quietly accompanying us alongside the sofa
and loving us are all their lives without any requirement.
FUKUMARU designed to think a little more for them.
What Is Sisal?
Sisal is made from the fibers of the sisal plant.
Sisal is a plant that is grown in semi-arid regions of the globe. The most common locations to grow
sisal are Brazil and Africa, due to adequate environmental conditions. Sisal is a natural fiber that is
derived from the agave sisalana cactus plant. The fibers, up to three feet long, can be harvested by
hand from the plant, and are considered to be much stronger than jute or coir.
Sisal has a distinctive tan, beige, and creamy white color that naturally comes from the plant fibers
itâ€™s made of.
These fibers are woven into a natural-looking fabric that is mildly neutral and will fit with nearly any
dÃ©cor.
Natural Materials
Sisal is a natural fiber material, non-toxic, anti-static, and non- flammable. It is also very durable. It
will provide your furry pal with countless hours of playtime.
The Instinct of the Cats
Catsâ€™ natural love of scratching, which is undoubtedly fun,but if they are not kept busy, they can
do some serious damage in your home. To help your cat release its natural instinct, just buy it now.
Multiple Functions
the long scratching mat is made from woven natural sisal with a stable backing that will not slide
away on your floor while your kitty plays with it. The versatile design allows you to use it as a scratch
pad, sleeping pad, cat litter mat, or even as a mat door.
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